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AAC 	 	 	

We are a business made up of highly experienced PLC SCADA 
controls and automation engineers who pride ourselves on 
being the best. Although working across several industries our 
core business is within the airport baggage domain in which, 
from our Heathrow base of operations, we are the market 
leaders. Successful delivery depends on people. If you want to 
deliver success in any industry, hire the best people and give 
them the freedom to do their work. Here at AAC Ltd, that’s 
exactly what we do.

www.aac-ltd.com

AbilityNet
AbilityNet helps people of any age and with any disability to 
use technology to achieve their goals at home, at work and in 
education. We help businesses, charities and public bodies 
to design and maintain accessible websites, apps and other 
electronic media, making sure they reach every customer 
on every platform and that their digital services and content 
meets current legal requirements. The day-to-day work of 
the Accessibility Services Team is varied and can range from 
providing in-depth auditing of web/mobile websites and 
applications to carrying out design, wireframe and specialist 
assistive technology reviews. Depending on level, Accessibility 
and Usability Consultants also attend events, conduct user 
testing, provide training workshops and deliver seminars.

www.abilitynet.org.uk/jobs

Accenture	

You probably have a lot of questions about your future career. 
Which is exactly why we attend Careers Fairs for you to come 
along and pick our brains. Drop by and ask us anything you 
want to know about Accenture – what it’s like to work here, 
what opportunities we have for you, how we can transform 
your career. A team of Accenture employees will give you open, 
honest answers that could help you make some important 
decisions. 

www.accenture.com/gb-en/careers/graduate-home

Altran	

Altran ranks as the undisputed global leader in Engineering 
and R&D services (ER&D), following its acquisition of Aricent.
The company offers clients an unmatched value proposition 
to address their transformation and innovation needs, from 
initial concept through Industrialisation, to invent the products 
and services of tomorrow. For over 30 years, the company 
has provided expertise in aerospace, automotive, defence, 
energy, finance, life sciences, railway and telecommunications. 
Combined, Altran and Aricent generated revenues of €2.9 billion 
in 2017, with 45,000 employees in more than 30 countries.
Altran’s Intelligent Systems Expertise Centre, located in Bath, 
is involved in some of the UK’s most exciting projects, including 
revolutionising the approach to rail delays and designing the 
latest traffic management software for UK airspace.

www.altran.com/uk/en/careers/apply-now

Amadeus
Amadeus is changing how the world travels. Our systems are 
transforming billions of passenger journeys each year. We have 
operations in 195 markets, with a global community of over 
16,000 people from more than 140 different nationalities. What 
does Amadeus do? Well simply put, we build the technology that 
powers the global travel industry. This includes flight search 
algorithms that determine the best route to a destination, 
systems that board over 4 million passengers every day, resource 
management tools for the world’s busiest airports and software 
that handles a whopping 75,000+ transactions per second. 
Whether you’re hailing a cab, booking a hotel or checking in at 
the airport, Amadeus is behind the technology. What we do is 
mission critical.  

amadeus.com/en

Aquila Nuclear Engineering	

Aquila is a Nuclear Mechanical Engineering Company created 
by, and comprised of, industry experts. The Aquila team has 
been involved in the nuclear industry for the past 40 years with 
experience from every licenced nuclear site in the UK. Our vision 
is to be the company of choice, delivering mission critical nuclear 
engineering solutions in Europe, the Commonwealth and Pacific 
Rim. We combine proven management expertise with technical 
and process innovation to solve nuclear engineering challenges. 
Aquila are looking to recruit and train the next generation 
of Engineers to join its dynamic team in solving the Nuclear 
Industry’s future nuclear medicines, nuclear decommissioning, 
nuclear research and nuclear defence challenges in core areas 
of shielding, containment, remote handling, transport and 
packaging.

aquilaeurope.eu

Take along some copies of your up-to-date CV and offer them to the companies you talk to. Some 
will ask you to apply online, but others will be glad of the opportunity to find out more about you and 
contact you after the event.

HOT TIP

KEY:    ECSS Sponsor

   Global Vacancies

   Local Vacancies

   Tier 2 Visa Licence



Arm	

We Are the Architects of Tomorrow
Arm defines the pervasive computing shaping today’s 
connected world. Realized in 100 billion silicon chips, our 
device architectures orchestrate the performance of the 
technology transforming our lives — from smartphones to 
supercomputers, from medical instruments to agricultural 
sensors, and from base stations to servers.
The foundation of a global ecosystem of technology innovators, 
we empower the world’s most successful business and 
consumer brands. Every day our thousands of partners embed 
more than 45 million Arm-based chips in products that connect 
people, enhance the human experience, and make anything 
possible. Extensible, scalable, and ever-evolving, it is a foundation 
that confirms how we lead by design — to serve today, anticipate 
tomorrow.

www.arm.com/careers

Ash Wireless	

ASH Wireless Electronics Ltd is a growing creative electronics 
design consultancy that specialises in wireless communications. 
Our award-winning designs have been in sectors as diverse as 
aerospace and consumer electronics, gaining experience in 
other sectors, including science and research, industrial and 
sustainable energy markets. Our MD, Steve Braithwaite, is also 
a part-time ECS lecturer in wireless communications. What’s 
it like to be part of the ASH Team? It’s a great environment 
within which to develop and gain experience in a number of 
fields, having doubled in size in the last 18 months. Openness, 
competence and excellence are things we care deeply about and 
our partnership approach with clients even extends to the nuts 
and bolts of our design process. We are looking for high calibre 
graduates to join our successful team in 2017, have a Tier 2 Visa 
licence, and also offer summer internships.

www.ashwireless.com

ASV Global	

ASV Global is a world leader in autonomous marine technology.  
The company designs, builds and operates ASVs on a global 
basis and has developed its own, industry leading, autonomous 
control system, ASView®. With offices in the UK, US and Brazil, 
ASV’s 100+ employees support commercial, scientific, and 
military clients across the globe. The capabilities of the ASV 
Global team span the lifecycle of Autonomous Surface Vehicles 
with specialist expertise and experience in platform concept 
design, build and commissioning, operation and maintenance, 
control system development and advanced autonomy. 

www.asvglobal.com 

BAE Systems Applied Intelligence	

We are the cyber security arm of BAE Systems, looking for 
exceptional people to help us solve some of the world’s 
most complex problems. We work globally as an Information 
Intelligence consultancy: deriving value from our clients’ 
data, and delivering bespoke software and hardware systems 
that need to perform to the highest standards. We help our 
customers defend themselves against cyber-attacks, fraud and 
financial crime, enable intelligence-led policing and bring about 
digital change. We are BAE Systems Applied Intelligence.

www.baesystems.com/en/cybersecurity/home

Bloomberg 	
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is the world’s primary distributor 
of financial data and a top news provider of the 21st century. 
A global information and technology company, we use our 
dynamic network of data, ideas and analysis to solve difficult 
problems. Our customers around the world rely on us to deliver 
accurate, real-time business and market information that helps 
them make important financial decisions.   
At Bloomberg, we are guided by four core values that are the 
foundation of our continued success: innovation, collaboration, 
customer service and doing the right thing. We harness the 
power of data and analytics to organize, understand and improve 
our world. It’s our purpose. Come find yours.

www.bloomberg.com/careers/technology/engineering

Bright Network	

Bright Network is a careers service with a simple mission, to 
create a free to join innovative network of the brightest students 
and connect them with the best career opportunities. We focus 
on quality, our network now has 150,000+ members - all of 
whom are studying at, or have graduated from top universities. 
Everything we do for our members is free and diversity is critical 
to our mission in helping the brightest get ahead in their careers.
75% of our membership state-educated; 58% female; 40% 
BAME; 25% of our membership are STEM students. Clients:
Accenture, Aldi, Bloomberg, Civil Service Fast Stream, Clifford 
Chance, Deloitte, Deliveroo, Dyson, Goldman Sachs, KPMG, 
Mars, M&S, Morgan Stanley, Police Now, Skyscanner, Teach First, 
UBS and Vodafone. 

www.brightnetwork.co.uk

Come prepared – do some research in advance and find out which companies are the ones that 
best suit your interests and needs. Be prepared to ask some specific and focused questions to the 
company representatives that help you decide where it’s best to make your applications.

HOT TIP



Architect on purpose. 

Ready to 
build the 
platform 
of tomorrow 
right now?

We’re building the world’s most trusted 
information network for fi nancial professionals. 
Our 5,000+ engineers, developers, and data 
scientists are dedicated to advancing and 
building new solutions and systems for the 
Bloomberg Terminal in order to solve complex, 

real-world problems.  

Bloomberg.com/careers

© Bloomberg L.P. 2018 248170 0718



Cambridge Consultants	

For almost 60 years, Cambridge Consultants has led the way 
in innovative product development. We take new products 
from idea to reality for some of the most exciting, innovative 
companies on the planet. 
We’re looking for brilliant graduate engineers, scientists, 
mathematicians, designers, developers and analysts who are 
looking for a place where their abilities will be recognised. A 
career with us offers technical challenge, variety, freedom to 
chart your own career path and great benefits. 
We also offer paid internships ranging from summer work, to 
year placements. Interns gain valuable hands-on experience 
working as valued members of our multidisciplinary teams on 
real projects.

www.cambridgeconsultants.com

Captec	

We are a mid-size SME who, for a third of a century, have been 
designing and manufacturing specialist computers at the cutting 
edge of technology for deployment in the world’s harshest 
environments. Our computers are used in a wide diversity 
of applications such as in life-critical healthcare, running the 
London Underground or running simulators that help to train 
future generations of pilots.
We have an exciting growth plan and are looking for passionate 
and enthusiastic individuals to join our expert teams to learn, 
personally develop and excel in a challenging and rewarding 
workplace. In addition to offering graduate jobs, we run a 
flexible programme across our entire business that offers 
short to medium term work experience through internships 
or placements as short as a few weeks to as long as a year, 
potentially re-joining us upon graduation. Because we are always 
looking for exceptional people, whether you are interested 
in sales and marketing, engineering design or development, 
like working with people in HR, or want to get involved 
manufacturing computers in operations, please come and talk 
with us, we will do our best to find a position for you. Please bring 
your CV!

www.captec-group.com/careers/graduate-
opportunities

CausaLens	

At causaLens we automate machine learning for time-series 
predictions. Our customers include some of the World’s most 
prominent asset managers, hedge funds and technology 
companies.   
At causaLens we are on a mission to create a machine that 
predicts the global economy in real-time. We develop the next 
generation of autonomous predictive technology for complex 
and dynamic systems. We call it the CLPU (causaLens Predictive 
Unit). We are a lean team and more than half have PhDs from top 
universities and have worked at leading institutions.

www.causalens.com

Carnival UK 	 	

We deliver experiences of a lifetime to our guests as they 
traverse the globe on our impressive fleet of ships. We have 
exciting times ahead with ambitious growth and development 
plans and we need exceptional leaders to continue the Cunard 
Line and P&O Cruises success story. 
Being Britain’s most successful cruise company doesn’t just 
happen – and it takes great passion and real dedication to 
maintain our position at the top. That’s why we are looking for 
the next generation of technology and engineering leaders to 
join us. We offer roles in the heart of Southampton as well as 
worldwide, which will give you the opportunity to experience 
a wide range of technology or engineering disciplines. This 
however goes beyond developing your technical skills. You 
will get to understand how we operate and influences drive a 
complex business such as ours. We will help you to establish 
what it takes to be a future leader in our organisation and how 
each role is fundamental to creating unforgettable holiday 
happiness for our guests

www.carnivalukcareers.co.uk

Circuitworx 	
CircuitWorx is an exciting, growing, local company designing 
electronics and software products for clients. We’re a small 
team with a big range of projects; recent work has included 
designing and manufacturing a robotic UV mobile sterilization 
unit for healthcare applications, prototyping a novel surgical 
system, and developing remote diagnostics and monitoring for 
industrial breathing apparatus. We are committed to providing 
an open, honest and dependable design service. We’re looking 
for talented, enthusiastic engineering graduates with embedded 
systems skills who can demonstrate initiative, a passion to 
learn and a willingness to ‘get stuck in’. You’ll be working in a 
supportive, friendly environment that values you as an individual 
with the chance to help shape the future of our dynamic young 
company.

www.circuitworx.co.uk

Cisco	

At Cisco, each person brings their unique talents to work as a 
team and make a difference.
Yes, our technology changes the way the world works, lives, 
plays and learns, but our edge comes from our people. We 
connect everything – people, process, data and things – and we 
use those connections to change our world for the better. We 
innovate everywhere - From launching a new era of networking 
that adapts, learns and protects, to building Cisco Services that 
accelerate businesses and business results. Our technology 
powers entertainment, retail, healthcare, education and 
more – from Smart Cities to your everyday devices. We benefit 
everyone - We do all of this while striving for a culture that 
empowers every person to be the difference, at work and in our 
communities.

www.cisco.com

KEY:     ECSS Sponsor    Global Vacancies    Local Vacancies    Tier 2 Visa Licence



Critical Software	

Established in 1998, CRITICAL Software provides systems and 
software services for safety, mission and business-critical 
applications. We help to ensure our clients meet the most 
demanding quality standards for software safety, performance 
and reliability. Our data management solutions and services also 
provide clients with the information they need to manage their 
important assets and processes, helping them to achieve better 
business performance.

www.criticalsoftware.com/en/careers

Cyberscience	

Well established, we produce a World-leading Business 
Intelligence solution. This is a highly competitive field.
Clever ideas and smart working practices help maintain 
our leading edge. Working in an informal, but well managed 
environment, you will have the opportunity to design, 
implement and tune high level languages, compilers, networking 
software, database connections and the user experience so that 
our flagship product, Cyberquery, is the product of choice for 
Business Intelligence. So if you have a keen interest in software 
technology, have solid coding and debugging skills, and want to 
take on real responsibility from day one, come to our stand to 
find out more.

www.cyberscience.com

Deme-Group	

The Belgian dredging, environmental and marine engineering 
group DEME is an international market leader for complex 
marine engineering works. Driven by several worldwide 
challenges (rising sea level - the scarcity of raw materials 
- the growing need for energy - reducing CO2 emissions - 
the contamination of our waterways and soils), DEME has 
transformed from solely a dredging and land reclamation 
company to a worldwide operating multidisciplinary and 
innovative marine engineering and environmental group. 
DEME has organically moved into several related activities, 
such as the financing of marine engineering and environmental 
projects, executing EPC related complex marine engineering 
projects including civil engineering works, the development 
and construction of renewable energy projects, providing 
services for the oil, gas and energy sector, the decontaminating 
and recycling of polluted soils and sludge, the mining of marine 
resources. DEME has the most modern, high-tech and versatile 
fleet. 

www.deme-group.com

DevECS	

DevECS is a student-run enterprise by the Electronics and 
Computer Science students at Southampton University, with 
the aim of delivering high-quality solutions in addition to giving 
students real-world experience in both project management 
and development. We take on a wide range of projects from 
organisations of any size, utilising skills from many students 
within ECS. DevECS aims to deliver unique, affordable and 
professional solutions.

devECS@ecs.soton.ac.uk

Documation
At Documation we have an awesome track record in training 
and nurturing young talent so, if you’re looking for an internship, 
placement or work experience within an ever-evolving software 
company, come and see us.
Who are we? Documation is an agile, innovative software house 
on a mission to make every client’s world a better place through 
process automation. This promise depends on us building 
brilliant software, combining best practices with cutting-edge 
automation technology including Software Robotics and AI. 
But most of all, it depends on us delivering exactly what we say 
we are going to - and that really matters to us. But we’re not a 
corporate, we’re much more of a team. A diverse and interesting 
team of consultants, developers, account managers and support 
- continually listening, learning, growing and developing. 
 “Excellence is not a skill, it’s an attitude.”

www.documation.co.uk

ecm Selection	

ecm has over 30 years’ experience placing bright, numerate 
candidates with the UK’s most innovative technology 
companies. We recruit the best for the best – top companies in 
the high-tech sector. Our consultants are techies, and we use our 
knowledge and networks to assist in your job search. So leverage 
our relationships for ideas, let us help you prepare for interviews, 
and get the job you want. What’s the catch? There’s no hidden 
costs – our service is free to you, we work with top clients 
recruiting for top people.
www.ecmselection.co.uk/maths-physics-jobs
www.ecmselection.co.uk/graduate-phd-jobs
www.ecmselection.co.uk/software-jobs
www.ecmselection.co.uk/electronics-jobs
So differentiate yourself and start your career with a progressive 
company rather than joining a grad scheme. Bring your CV and 
speak to us! - keith@ecmselection.co.uk

www.ecmselection.co.uk

Give yourself plenty of time at the event. There will be some companies you might not have thought 
about but whose stands make you want to find out more. Don’t miss the opportunity! Come back later if 
the stands are busy or take a business card if there are some on the stand and write an email.

HOT TIP



Efficio 	 	

Efficio Digital is the engineering arm of Efficio, the global 
procurement consultancy. Efficio is a fast-growth business 
that helps companies reduce costs, improve digital processes 
and upskill their procurement teams. The Digital department 
focuses on building data-driven, web-based applications 
embedded with Efficio’s methodologies to support the reuse 
of knowledge, driving faster cycle times and better results 
long after the consultation phase is over. We follow the best 
engineering practices to develop our Software as a Service 
(SaaS) platform, paying close attention to quality and delivering 
value to clients. Above all, we strive to create an environment of 
continuous development through comprehensive training and 
mentorship programmes.

www.efficioconsulting.com/en-gb/e-flow-technology

Entrepreneur First
Entrepreneur First brings outliers together. EF funds exceptional 
individuals to find a cofounder from a cohort of top scientists, 
engineers, developers and industry experts. Cohort members 
build their own tech companies from scratch: by forming 
a founding team, refining an idea, creating a company and 
accessing EF’s extensive investor network to grow.  
EF currently runs full-time programmes in London, Singapore, 
Berlin and Hong Kong. They are backed by Reid Hoffman 
(founder of LinkedIn) and Greylock Partners, Mosaic Ventures, 
Founders Fund, Lakestar and some of the world’s best 
entrepreneurs. EF has built over 100 companies collectively 
worth over $1B so far. Apply to their October programme to 
begin your tech startup journey.

www.joinef.com

Eurotherm Schneider Electric	

As part of the Schneider Electric business, Eurotherm is a leading 
global supplier of Industrial Automation and process control, 
measurement and data management solutions and services. 
Our innovative products and solutions are designed to bring real 
benefits to customers by optimising processes, operations and 
plant efficiency. Decades of experience in providing world-class 
process control, recording and automation are supported by a 
continuous research and development programme to ensure 
our solutions meet the modern challenges faced across a wide 
range of industries. Our customers are fully supported by a 
global sales and service network of highly qualified engineering 
personnel who understand the applications and industries they 
serve.

www.eurotherm.co.uk

FactSet	

FactSet is a leading provider of financial data and analytic 
applications. Our products are used by analysts, portfolio 
managers, researchers and investment bankers at major 
financial institutions throughout the world. Our business is 
built on the creative use of technology and an unwavering 
dedication to client service. FactSet delivers superior analytics, 
service, content and technology to help more than 85,000 
users see and seize opportunity sooner. We are committed to 
giving investment professionals the edge to outperform, with 
fresh perspectives, informed insights and the industry-leading 
support of our dedicated specialists. 

www.factset.com

Filament.AI	

At Filament.ai, we enable our clients to build AI capability into 
their organisation. We’re approved partners of Google, IBM 
and Microsoft, and have worked with HSBC, American Express, 
NBCUniversal, Sealife, McDonalds, T Mobile and a number of 
private equity and hedge funds.
We have 3 offices globally – London, Southampton and Toronto 
– and our team is expanding rapidly. We put a lot of faith in our 
people, treat them really well and have a lot of fun together. At 
the same time, we believe that our approach to AI will make us a 
global leader in enterprise grade AI technology.

filament.ai

FlexTrade	

We are passionate technologists who build real-time trading 
software for some of the world’s largest asset managers, 
hedge funds and banks. A pioneer in the field, FlexTrade is 
internationally recognized for introducing FlexTRADER, the 
world’s first broker-neutral, execution management trading 
system, which allows clients to completely control and 
customize their proprietary algorithms while maintaining the 
confidentiality of their trading strategies.
In the FlexTrade office we have a collaborative and relaxed 
culture. We have a number of exciting opportunities for 
graduates, and are looking for enthusiastic team members who 
can demonstrate their problem-solving skills and passion for 
technology!

flextrade.com

FPR Group	

Are you worried about finding a job in engineering after Uni? FPR 
Group can help you. The engineering industry is looking for fresh 
graduates, and our specialist Technical & Engineering division 
has 27 years of experience placing talented engineers like you 
in exciting roles across the UK. Our clients include market 
leaders across core engineering sectors including aerospace, 
mechanical, civil, maritime, and more. We can offer you open-
minded, personalised help to kick-start your engineering career, 
and offer you lifelong guidance in such a fantastic industry.

www.fprgroup.com

KEY:     ECSS Sponsor    Global Vacancies    Local Vacancies    Tier 2 Visa Licence



Frazer-Nash Consultancy	

Frazer-Nash Consultancy is looking for talented people who 
thrive in an environment where they are presented with 
challenging problems to solve. As one of the UK’s biggest 
systems and engineering consultancies we offer graduates with 
a Masters degree the opportunity to be involved in some of the 
most demanding projects around. Our consultants apply their 
expertise and know-how to develop, enhance and protect our 
clients’ critical systems and processes. We’re renowned for 
our work in the aerospace, transport, nuclear, marine, defence 
and power sectors and our security, resilience, cyber and 
information technology expertise. 
If you love variety, we want to hear from you.  Come and talk to us 
about graduate careers and summer placements.

www.fnc.co.uk/careers/graduates.aspx

Future Worlds
Future Worlds is a startup platform and business incubator 
championing the innovative commercial opportunities 
developed by researchers and students at the University 
of Southampton. Providing exclusive access to a unique 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, it helps turn your ideas into market-
ready solutions for a range of industries. Since its launch in 2015, 
Future Worlds has been inspiring University entrepreneurs to 
change the world with their ideas. From creating pitch videos, 
to offering advice and introductions to a global network 
of mentors, Future Worlds is helping at every step of an 
entrepreneur’s journey. 

futureworlds.com

Galatea Associates
Galatea Associates are an IT Development organization 
specializing in building software for Financial Markets firms. 
Financial Institutions hire us to provide leadership and solutions 
in areas requiring functional knowledge, industry expertise, and 
technical innovation. We are small but growing and are looking 
for smart, energetic and driven graduates to join us.

 − Understanding the Business 
Our Associates, with the help of Galatea’s training program, 
learn the fundamentals of the investment banking industry 
and therefore have an unparalleled understanding of the 
business problems faced by end-users.

 − End to End Collaboration 
Since our Associates know both the business and IT 
infrastructure of our clients’ operations, we are uniquely 
positioned to collaborate with clients throughout project 
lifecycles rather than just the implementation.

www.galatea-associates.com

Gradcracler	

Gradcracker is the UK’s careers website for STEM students.
We have more STEM employers, work placements and graduate 
roles than any other careers website, with over 200 leading 
employers offering thousands of opportunities at any one time. 
We’re the first point of call for STEM students looking to secure 
work experience and graduate positions. Alongside our job 
opportunities, Gradcracker provides each registered user with 
a personalised dashboard, job alerts, careers resources, and 
much, much more. It’s the most comprehensive and powerful 
tool for STEM students there is.

www.gradcracker.com

Growth Street
At Growth Street, we’re passionate about understanding 
growing businesses and helping them succeed. We’re using 
technology to achieve disruptive change in the business loans 
sector. We operate a regulated platform that matches a wide 
range of investors’ funds with ambitious businesses. Our 
marketplace offers borrowers lines of credit from £25k up to 
£2m. Our product is similar to a traditional bank overdraft, but 
we want to be smoother, faster and more efficient!

www.growthstreet.co.uk

Imagination Technologies	

At Imagination, we’re all about innovation, with a razor-sharp 
focus on creating technology that pushes the boundaries of 
what’s possible. We’re best known for PowerVR, a 3D graphics 
chip found inside millions of iconic devices around the world, 
such as smartphones, digital TVs and in car infotainment 
systems. We continue to drive the digital revolution forward 
with powerful, cutting-edge designs that enable our customers 
to build world-changing, AI-enabled electronics. Our AI chip 
designs run neural networks very quickly, making your phone 
smarter and lets your smart speaker understand you. 
Technology moves fast, and to build on our successful 
history means we are always looking to adapt and change. We 
embrace fresh ideas and new ways of thinking. That’s how our 
teams shape tomorrow’s technology so that we can help our 
customers create products that entertain, inform and enrich 
people’s lives all around the globe.

www.imgtec.com/careers

Find out how the companies fit your aspirations for your future development. Ask about the 
development opportunities on offer - Do you want to work abroad, gain particular qualifications, work in 
specific areas of new technologies? 

HOT TIP
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Interfacio	

Interfacio has over 16 years’ experience providing a unique 
specialist recruitment service within the Audio, Music, Broadcast 
and related technology sectors. We are based in London 
but recruit for jobs globally. We use our extensive industry 
knowledge and experience to attract candidates and identify 
an optimum skills and personality fit. Our R&D Engineering 
clients are typically manufacturers of audio equipment such 
as Professional Sound systems for recording studios, Live 
Sound equipment for events, and software for producing and 
composing music. The types of jobs we recruit for range from 
entry level graduate roles to senior engineering managers, 
including acoustics engineers, electronics engineers and DSP 
software developers. So give yourself the best chance, bring 
your CV and talk to us – bobby@interfacio.com

www.interfacio.com

iSolutions	

iSolutions provides IT infrastructure and support for the 
University of Southampton. The services we provide range from 
routine teaching applications to bespoke research software plus 
all the server and networking equipment in between. We really 
value our students and so we recruit up to 20 interns every year 
in a wide variety of roles. If you are looking for paid summer work 
then come and talk to us at our stall.

www.southampton.ac.uk/isolutions

ITDev	

ITDev provides fully-managed technology design services 
based on the Southampton Science Park. Despite being a 
small company with a family atmosphere, our software and 
electronics designs touch the lives of millions of people every 
day. Whether it is through our contributions to the Android 
operating system, or through our work on broadcast equipment 
that delivers television content throughout the world, you 
have probably experienced the results of some of our projects 
already. We are looking for the next cohort of high-calibre 
graduates, who share our passion for engineering, to join 
our successful team in 2019. Our staff have the freedom to 
innovate and to grow independently, and are able to make a real 
difference to the business.

www.itdev.co.uk/careers

Jazz Networks	

JAZZ NETWORKS; tech start-up, founded 2016, CyberSecuity, 
Enterprise Data / Network Security.  Driving Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning across the guts of data flow and user 
behaviour to add effective management of security layers. 
Tackling the Snowden problem. We are protecting enterprise 
systems by dissolving the perimeter and the need for a zero-
trust approach. We are providing end-to-end security from 
users to servers, with real-time application and user visibility. 

www.jazznetworks.com

Lascar Electronics	

Lascar is a leading provider of digital panel instruments, data 
loggers and custom design & manufacturing solutions. Our 
group HQ is located in a pleasant rural environment close to 
the New Forest with facilities in the USA and Hong Kong. Our 
dynamic engineering team is involved with all aspects of design, 
we encourage staff to take ownership of the product, acquire 
new skills and broaden their knowledge. We have opportunities 
for bright individuals to join us, ideally they should be familiar 
with both analogue and digital disciplines, alongside embedded 
coding skills, but we also have opportunities for software 
developers and mechanical design. Additionally we offer 
opportunities for career development both within Lascar and 
other companies within our parent Group, Larasian. If you are 
motivated by seeing the end product containing your creative 
input then come and talk to us.

www.lascarelectronics.com

Leonardo	

Leonardo is a global high-tech player in Aerospace, Defence 
and Security. Leonardo operates in four sectors – Helicopters; 
Aeronautics; Electronics, Defence & Security Systems, and 
Space, and prides itself on working closely with customers to 
deliver innovative solutions through the application of advanced 
technology. It employs 46,000 people worldwide, offering 
many exciting careers opportunities through its award winning 
graduate schemes. The company has a range of business and 
engineering opportunities across its sites.
Our two-year Graduate Development Framework provides 
graduates with the best possible start to their career. It’s 
specifically tailored for graduates, across both technical and 
non-technical functions, and places an emphasis on continuous 
training and opportunities for career development within a 
Transnational Company through local and internationally based 
modules.

uk.leonardocompany.com

Introduce yourself and be prepared to talk about yourself and what you’re doing. It should 
be a two-way flow of conversation in which you can find out interesting information not just about the 
company but about the application process and the possibility of progression and working in areas 
that are of special interest to you.

HOT TIP



Lumina Learning LLP	

Lumina Learning creates innovative psychometrics and qualifies 
and maintains a global network of practitioners who specialise 
in organisational change and long-term improvement. By taking 
a humanistic approach and viewing people as “human beings” 
rather than “human doings” Lumina Learning practitioners 
can help organisations transform their performance by 
transforming their people. We are passionate about improving 
personal effectiveness at all levels within organisations.

www.luminalearning.com

Master of Malt	

Master of Malt is a multi-award-winning online drinks retailer 
that uses advanced technology to empower its passionate band 
of spirits lovers and beer nuts to deliver the world’s best drinks 
buying experience. We were recently named Global Online 
Retailer of the Year for the sixth time in seven years at Whisky 
Magazine’s Icons of Whisky 2018. We’re known not only for 
our vast range of single malt Scotch whiskies, fine spirits and 
more, but also for our market-leading focus on innovation and 
customer experience.
We already turn over many tens of millions of pounds each year, 
and over the next 5 years we’re going to build a billion pound 
global business. We’re looking for remarkable people to join us 
on that journey.

www.masterofmalt.com

Matchtech	

Matchtech are a leading engineering and technology 
recruitment specialist who have been supplying specialist 
resource to UK and international clients across a wide range of 
industry verticals including: Defence, Aerospace, Automotive, 
Energy, Infrastructure and commercial electronics. We have 
been working as a key university partner for a number of years 
– helping upskill students on their journey from academia 
to industry as well as providing them with employment 
opportunities via our clients.
Pop over to see us at the fair with any career questions or simply 
to find out more about the current recruitment market and the 
evolving opportunities that exist

www.matchtech.com

Meggitt Avionics	

Meggitt Avionics is a leading specialist producer of air data 
sensing systems, cockpit displays and attitude sensing systems. 
We have a wide product range, supporting civil and military 
programmes including Typhoon (Eurofighter), Westland EH101, 
Boeing Apache and a raft of other platforms.  Our product 
portfolio continues to increase with strong design innovation 
and development of new technologies.  We are part of Meggitt 
PLC, a UK FTSE 250 Aerospace, Defence and Energy company 
with global facilities, specialising in smart engineering for 
extreme environments.  

www.meggitt.com

Micro Focus International 	
Talented software developers are at the heart of Micro Focus. 
Our 3 year graduate scheme places developers in an agile 
environment delivering innovative software solutions. Working 
alongside industry experts you’ll be learning on the job while 
being given the opportunity to expand into more diverse 
roles.  We enjoy a great team spirit working in a relaxed, goal 
orientated atmosphere on a wide range of technologies and 
platforms. Based in Newbury we collaborate with our Design 
Centres around the world to deliver high quality products to 
our extensive customer base. We recognise the importance of 
passion and talent and offer a package designed to attract and 
retain the best. 
At Micro Focus we develop software and build careers.

www.microfocus.com

Moortec 	
Moortec Semiconductor is no ordinary company. We are 
looking for talented and enthusiastic self-starters with inquiring 
minds who are willing to support our cutting edge work in 
semiconductor IP design. We licence our in-chip monitoring 
products to a range of Blue Chip companies around the globe. 
From modest beginnings in 2005, we have now established 
ourselves as market leaders and a forward-thinking company 
with a truly global reach.  
Moortec has a dynamic team of highly skilled analogue and 
digital engineers and designers, dedicated to producing 
compelling embedded subsystem IP solutions for Process, 
Voltage & Temperature (PVT) monitoring, targeting advanced 
node CMOS technologies from 40nm down to 7nm. Our 
motivated sales and support staff provide excellent support for 
IP application, placement, integration and results analysis during 
production test.

www.moortec.com

MThree Consulting	

MThree is a technology Consultancy offering fast-track 
graduate careers at global banks and leading tech companies. 
Our Alumni Graduate Programme provides specialist training, 
career coaching, and salary increases every 6 months to help you 
progress quickly in Software Development, IT Support, Cyber 
Security, Anti-Financial Crime, DevOps or Business Analysis. 
Work with our team to choose the best career pathway for 
your skills and goals, before attending a paid 4-8 week training 
programme at one of our global training academies. Training will 
prepare you for your target role, incorporating problem 
solving tasks and group presentations in addition to traditional 
instructor-led learning.  
Once onsite, you’ll become part of our global graduate 
community which offers a calendar of business, charity and 
social events with Alumni from across our client base. With 
access to LinkedIn learning and additional training at the Alumni 
Academy, you’ll continue to develop over the next 2 years before 
either converting to a full-time employee with our client, or 
continuing with MThree.

www.mthreealumni.com
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National Citizen Service 	
The National Citizen Service (NCS) is run by Youth Options 
in Southampton, a charity which aims to improve the life 
chances of young people. NCS is a government funded summer 
programme for 15-17 year olds. Young people from diverse 
backgrounds come together to learn new skills and step outside 
their comfort zone. NCS is a chance for them to become more 
confident, putting their talents together to make an impact on 
the local community. If you are looking for paid summer work / 
volunteering opportunities come along and meet us to find out 
how you can join us and support our young people on their NCS 
journey this summer! The work is incredibly rewarding, we look 
forward to meeting you. 

www.ncsyes.co.uk

Netcraft	

Netcraft is an internet services company based in Bath, England, 
with products related to:
Providing internet security services, including anti-fraud and 
anti-phishing services, application testing, code reviews, and 
automated penetration testing. Providing research data and 
analysis on many aspects of the internet, Netcraft has explored 
the internet since 1995 and is a respected authority on the 
market share of web servers, operating systems, hosting 
providers, ISPs, encrypted transactions, electronic commerce, 
scripting languages and content technologies on the internet

www.netcraft.com/jobs

New Voice Media
Our award-winning cloud contact centre solution for sales and 
service helps build personal relationships with every contact, 
whether customer or prospect. We believe in being a business 
that helps people, aspiring to make things easier and taking the 
pressure off. NewVoiceMedia help businesses help people, one 
conversation at a time. We do that in technology environments 
where our people are free to express themselves, work together, 
solve problems and create solutions. Our agile teams sit within 
a growing Development function, so you get the benefits of 
working in an intimate environment, balanced with the security 
of being part of the bigger picture. Our teams provide the right 
environment to get inspired, putting our thirst for emerging 
technology to use and to learn as you go.

www.newvoicemedia.com

Newton Europe	

We are Newton. 
We’re a team of the brightest and most curious minds with 
a fundamental belief that every organisation can be better. 
We crack some of the toughest business and public sector 
challenges of the day. Not with reports or copy and paste 
thinking. But by pinpointing and implementing the changes that 
will make the biggest difference – and then guaranteeing our 
fees against delivering measurable results.
We’re offering Operations Consultant and Digital Solutions 
Consultant roles. We’re looking for people who want to get stuck 
in and use their initiative and creativity to deliver far-reaching 
and measurable results to clients. In return, you’ll experience a 
culture that is genuinely social, supportive and collaborative as 
well as receiving a starting salary of £45-£50k

www.newtoneurope.com/careers/graduates 

Nourish Care	

Nourish is a young, innovative company which is transforming 
the Health and Social Care Industry by empowering Carers 
with smart technology and enhancing the way care is given; 
both reducing paperwork and generating real clinical impact. 
Nourish utilises technological developments, user-led design 
and innovative research to facilitate genuine and lasting social 
impact.
Nourish’s core product is an intuitive care management solution 
which supports recording at the point of care. With a focus on 
saving time and making information both accessible and directly 
useful to care, care teams are able to make informed decisions 
to improve life quality for the people they support. Further, with 
records that are secure, accurate and compliant, evidencing care 
to regulatory bodies becomes much more manageable.

nourishcare.co.uk

Northrop Grumman
Northrop Grumman is among the leading defence and security 
suppliers in Europe with more than 2,000 employees and 
significant long-established businesses in the UK, France, 
Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands. We offer the best of our 
US and European Research and Development, and technology 
to deliver solutions that help solve our customers’ defence 
and security challenges. Calling on our global experience and 
100-year European heritage, we provide everything from 
satellite payloads to maritime command and control systems, 
synthetic training, special mission aircraft, land vehicle 
maintenance, repair and overhaul, unmanned air systems, 
tactical communications and much more for our European 
customers. We may not always be visible but Northrop 
Grumman’s technology is all-pervasive, as is our commitment to 
building strong European businesses to serve our customers for 
the long-term.

www.northropgrumman.com
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Nquiring Minds	

Nquiringminds is a British technology company based at the 
Chilworth Science Park. nquiringminds specialise in advanced 
AI powered analytics, build security into hardware and develop 
innovative solutions to meet the real world problems of data 
sharing in such markets as Smart Cities, Cyber Security, Data 
Analytics and Internet of Things. nquiringminds has a broad 
customer base including: local government, industry, health 
agencies, network operators and military/security services.  Our 
solutions have won awards including: Cyber Savvy Business of 
the Year 2016, Cisco Top 15 IOT Company, Cabinet Office Open 
Data Champion and Parliamentary award for Data Innovation.  
We are looking for JavaScript Developers, Embedded Device 
Developer (IOT Engineer), Data Scientists,Security Engineer.

www.nquiringminds.com

Offshore Ops
Founded in 2004, Offshore Ops Ltd has specialized in producing 
bespoke hardware and software solutions for the offshore 
loading and bunker operations. A full product range, ranging 
from offshore loading telemetry systems to professional asset 
maintenance software applications, has enabled Offshore Ops 
to become a valued business partner with a host of leading 
international oil and shipping companies. Through the benefits 
of a close and uniquely personal relationship with each client, 
Offshore Ops Ltd is able to leverage its expertise to help design 
and implement solutions that enable our clients to optimize the 
productivity of their people, processes and technologies. 
We are based in Four Marks, Hampshire, with an additional 
branch in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.

www.offshoreops.com

Pexip
Pexip was founded in 2012 with the aim of developing a purely 
software-based and virtualized video communication platform. 
The company now has around 160 employees in 17 countries 
with 55 in an R&D team split across sites in the UK and Norway. 
Our partnerships with Microsoft and Google, along with our 
own functionally-rich product offering, means Pexip is now 
firmly established in the market and enjoying strong commercial 
growth.
Our product is constantly evolving in response to technical 
advances and customer requirements, meaning we are 
constantly facing new and exciting challenges. Working at Pexip 
is immensely rewarding, both in terms of creating a robust, 
scalable, high-availability product and the fact that individual 
engineers can have a real influence on features and functionality 
within a friendly and supportive team environment.

pexip.com

Quantexa	 	

Quantexa was incorporated in March 2016 and has quickly 
demonstrated extraordinary success including raising 
significant investment funding (Series B funding - $20million 
in July 2018), completing a number of highly effective client 
engagements and expanding to a team of more than 100. 
The team includes experts with many years of experience in 
developing data analytics and AI software products, building 
advanced algorithms, marketing, selling and implementing these 
technologies together with our partners.
Our software solutions apply advanced analytical techniques to 
huge volumes of data, producing single customer/business views 
and networks of relationships and activity, for data lake and 
real-time usage. This underpins a range of automated decision 
making and artificial intelligence (AI) solutions, producing world 
class accuracy and outcomes. The products can be deployed at 
customer site in full cycle agile deployments or in the cloud as a 
software as a service. To date, we have focused on combatting 
fraud and financial crime but we are rapidly expanding the 
use cases into business development, risk and beyond. Our 
customer base is typically blue-chip, tier one and global 
organisations, including: financial services, oil and gas, travel and 
transport, government and insurance.
Our head office is in London near Waterloo Station, and we have 
offices in North America, Europe and Australia, with plans to 
extend globally.

www.quantexa.com

Redlux	

High Precision, Data-Rich, Non-Contact Metrology
 Based in Romsey, we design and manufacture state of the art 
non-contact, optical CMM systems to measure high precision 
critical components quickly and accurately. Our systems are 
highly versatile and provide unparalleled levels of 3D capture for 
component measurement in seconds, measuring any geometry 
including: sphere, asphere, cylinder, internal bore, cone/taper, 
step height or freeform, in any material such as polished or 
rough metals or ceramics and polymers.
In addition, our highly repeatable, fast and accurate, automated 
optical inspection metrology systems remove all human error 
from scratch-dig evaluation process for a range of components.
We employ a range of engineering and physics specialists 
across a range of disciplines including software and mechanical 
engineering.

www.redlux.net

Gain some insight into the company’s recruitment process: How does it work? What are the key 
aspects of it? What is the company looking for? What skills and background are particularly important? 
What course modules might be of  particular value for your future?

HOT TIP



Roke	

Roke are the UK’s leading provider of independent research, 
development & advisory services in technology. We have 60 
years’ experience behind us and fuel our clients’ success with 
a forward-thinking team that combines some of the finest 
engineering, scientific and mathematical minds in Britain. At 
Roke we make it our business to understand our clients’ key 
issues, to provide end-to-end tailored solutions. With extensive 
experience in fields of autonomy, connectivity, data analytics 
and cyber in both the civil and military domains, we understand 
the technical complexities of modern and future systems. Our 
team of 350 engineers & consultants develop new concepts, 
capabilities and systems to protect what matters most to our 
clients. Roke imagines a more secure world. A world where 
technology protects, rather than exposes. A world where expert 
engineers, consultants and business support staff collaborate to 
protect what matters most to our clients.
If you are highly motivated and knowledgeable in the fields of 
autonomy, connectivity, data-analytics and cyber come and join 
our team. You will work on ground-breaking projects that will 
shape the digital world in which we live and work. Each day our 
people use their intelligence to create new insights and deliver 
technological advances for our clients. We are offering you the 
chance to be part of something amazing

www.roke.co.uk/careers

Sanctuary Graduates	

Since launching in 2009, we have become the leading graduate 
recruitment agency providing brilliant opportunities across 
all industry sectors, including science, technology, business, 
engineering, finance and much more. We not only provide you 
with your dream internship, placement or graduate opportunity, 
but also help you with your CV and interview technique to give 
you the best chance of getting hired by one of our industry-
leading clients! It’s our mission to make sure you land your dream 
role, so we provide you with opportunities that are suited to your 
degree background, CV and past work experience.

www.sanctuarygraduates.co.uk

Searchlight Security
Searchlight Security is a world leading cyber security company 
providing forensic and investigative tools and threat intelligence 
to law enforcement and the commercial sector protecting 
against the dangers of the dark web.

slcyber.io

Sensata Technologies	

Sensata Technologies microelectronics centre was founded as 
Swindon Silicon Systems, in 1978. We have a long-established 
pedigree in the design and supply of integrated circuits for 
automotive and industrial applications. Today as part of Sensata 
Technologies, the global automotive and industrial system 
component supplier, we design and supply microelectronic 
systems for sensor applications that typically include MEMS 
sensors, analogue and digital integrated circuits and innovative 
packaging systems. Our teams are involved from the definition 
of the product through to designing a solution for high volume 
manufacture and supporting the customer in application 
support.
Located on a single site in Wiltshire we have departments 
supporting all aspects of our business including design and test 
engineering, product engineering, quality assurance, failure 
analysis, finance, purchasing, production, human resources and 
sales and marketing. Our engineering graduates will interact 
with all sides of the business as they develop their careers. We 
are proud to promote a diverse workforce as we constantly 
strive to develop and deliver innovation. We provide fulfilling and 
rewarding career paths, in a variety of engineering and support 
roles including career opportunities within the broader Sensata 
business. 

www.sensata.com

Senseye	

Senseye is an industrial operations software tool, designed to 
be used on the shop-floor by the maintenance and operations 
people who need to keep things running smoothly and ensure 
that unplanned downtime stays down. Like all good Industry 
4.0 / Industrial IoT software, Senseye is designed to integrate 
seamlessly and provide maximum value by leveraging your 
existing investments. It focuses on automatically delivering 
advanced Predictive Maintenance insights in an easily 
understandable manner.
Senseye integrates seamlessly with your existing infrastructure 
investments, using data captured by your factory historian 
or IoT middleware to understand the future health of your 
machinery. The process is entirely automated, so there is no 
need for extensive condition monitoring or knowledge to get it 
up and running. 

www.senseye.io
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Snowflake Software	

Snowflake Software is the award-winning provider of cloud 
and on-premise software solutions for the aviation industry. 
The Laminar Data Platform, recipient of the IHS Jane’s ATC 
Innovation Award, is the world’s first commercial software 
platform dedicated to fusing, cleaning and organizing the world’s 
aviation data and making it available in real time. With offices 
in Southampton, we offer a diverse and unique environment 
to work in; from open plan offices, to social events including 
escape rooms, kayaking, quiz nights and bake offs. We’re proud 
of the open and collaborative culture we’ve created. We have a 
number of graduate positions available, as well as the chance for 
undergraduates to secure a paid summer internship by winning 
our 2019 Code Off.

www.snowflakesoftware.com/jobs  
tweet us @sflakesoftware

Soupbox
Every B2B product reseller/manufacturer has surplus inventory 
from time to time. We think digital markets, tailored to each 
market segment, will emerge to solve this problem. We also 
believe that the most successful operators will have the same 
model already working offline and see online as the next logical 
step. Many won’t want to do this themselves; and why should 
they when they can have a scalable state of the art marketplace 
from SouqBox. SouqBox is a SAAS platform that makes it really 
easy to launch a B2B market /ecommerce capability and we are 
building a suite of CRM & ERP applications to integrate with this 
over the next 12 months. By the end of 2019, our customers will 
be able to run their entire business on SouqBox and relax about 
the tech. 

souqbox.co

SouthWestSensor
SouthWestSensor Ltd, is a University of Southampton spin-
out company and developer of microfluidics based sensors 
for environmental and health monitoring. Excellent progress 
has already been made in translating the nanodroplet based 
technology into a compact autonomous and low-cost water 
sensor to detect nutrients and pollution.  Short-term focus 
will be on launching a first environmental product line whilst 
also fine-tuning the healthcare proposition, where a wearable 
chemical sensor for acute care is under development.

southwestsensor.co.uk

SPI Lasers	

SPI lasers is a wholly owned subsidiary of the TRUMPF group, 
which is a leading designer and manufacturer of optical fibre-
based lasers. Our headquarters are based in Southampton with 
additional UK sites in Rugby. We have a worldwide presence with 
sales and support services in Asia and North America. 
The ethos of the company has always been to empower its 
employees by combining personal skills training with technical 
tuition and hands on experience. SPI believes in collaboration 
and communication at all levels which creates a highly 
productive and creative environment. 
We have exciting internships and graduates opportunities, if you 
want to join our innovative and dynamic team please apply via 
our website or submit your CV to recruitment@spilasers.com

www.spilasers.com

STFC Technology
STFC Technology is the leading provider of electronic and 
microelectronic systems for many high-profile international 
projects. Our solutions range from single ASICs to large systems 
that use tens of thousands of custom ICs and hundreds of 
multi-million gate FPGAs. Our leading facilities and varied 
projects provide unique and challenging career opportunities 
for enthusiastic electronic and microelectronic engineers. 
Opportunities include: Analogue and digital ASIC design using 
the latest deep sub-micron technologies; design of complex 
systems using embedded microprocessors and FPGAs; the 
design of advanced CMOS image sensors (CIS) using state 
of-the-art microelectronics technologies. You will be recruited 
directly into a specific role within the framework of our IET-
accredited professional development scheme, the first step 
towards gaining Chartered Engineer status. 

www.technology.stfc.ac.uk

talent.io	

talent.io is the simplest way for software engineers to find 
great jobs in innovative companies. Create your profile in a few 
minutes by importing your LinkedIn profile. No CV or cover 
letter needed: companies apply to you, and you decide who you 
want to talk to. It’s that simple to find your next job. We operate 
in Paris, Lyon, Lille, London, and Berlin. Over 100,000 developers 
and 3000 companies (including Deezer, Blablacar, Parrot, N26, 
and many of the best startups in Europe) have already signed up 
on the platform and hundreds of offers are made every week to 
software engineers looking for their next dream job.

talent.io

If you are looking for internships, find out what kind of experience is gained from internships. 
Is the work organized around a project? Do you work by yourself or in a team? What kind of skills do you 
need and what will you gain? How likely is it to be offered a permanent job at the end of your internship?

HOT TIP



Tekever UK	

TEKEVER Autonomous Systems develops air frames and 
ground station software for the commercial market. Missions 
have been flown for the European Maritime Safety Agency 
(EMSA) monitoring vessels at sea, helping people in distress 
and mapping oil spills. The UK office is located locally, at the 
University Science Park, in Chilworth and is looking for graduates 
and interns, for product development and research projects. 
The ground control systems are developed in the UK, using 
Python, Visual Studio and C#. There is research and advanced 
development of intelligent systems (AI/ML) for mission planning 
and for on-board auto-pilot functions. There is also embedded 
development and electronic design for aircraft-based systems 
to reduce the overhead on the air to ground communication 
systems.

www.tekever.com

Telesoft Technologies
Are you interested in computer sciences, technology, 
engineering or maths? Do you have great problem-solving skills 
and the ability to learn quickly? We do things a little differently at 
Telesoft Technologies, there isn’t only one route in to a position 
here; we recognise talent and ability in everyone. Telesoft’s 
engineering apprenticeship schemes could kick start your career 
with a company that doesn’t just allow personal development 
and originality, but expects it. 
Telesoft is an independent global provider of Cyber Security 
Government Infrastructure products and services, from our 
headquarters based in Blandford Forum, Dorset, we develop, 
manufacture and support systems and applications that 
generate revenue, keep critical infrastructure operational and 
important data safe. Our culture encourages collaboration, 
flexibility and innovation which allows our engineering teams to 
create products that are always one step ahead of the pack. As 
an engineering-led company, Telesoft has been nurturing talent 
in engineering for nearly 30 years. We will provide you with the 
tools, techniques and mentoring that will motivate, develop and 
guide your engineering career in the technology sector. If this 
sounds like something you would like to be part of, send us your 
CV with a covering letter setting out why you would like to be 
considered for one of our apprenticeship schemes.

www.telesoft-technologies.com/careers

Ultra Electronics	

Ultra Electronics is a world-leading Engineering Group of 
companies. Our specialist sectors are; Defence & Aerospace, 
Security & Cyber, Transport and Energy Company. It was formed 
in October 1993 and listed on the London Stock Exchange in 
October 1996.
Ultra Electronics, Energy, 1 of 20 Ultra Electronic businesses, 
specialises in providing safety systems (engineering systems) 
to the nuclear energy industry. Based in Dorset (UK), and Texas 
(US), our specialist sensors, detectors, instrumentation and 
control systems have been protecting nuclear power sites 
across the globe. We have a very well established Graduate 
programme for those passionate about Electronic, Mechanical 
and Systems Engineering. You’ll be working alongside world 
experts on some of the latest technologies and learning to 
become our leaders / subject matter experts of the future.

www.ultra-ncs.com
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Our Careers Hub website (www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/careers) 
contains full details of all our affiliated companies as well as a full 
list of all current opportunities (accessible with ‘soton’ logins). 

CELEBRATING THE  
ENGINEERING AND 
 TECHNOLOGY 
CAREERS FAIR

The Engineering and Technology Careers 
Fair is an annual event organized and 
managed by Electronics and Computer 
Science and the Faculty of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences – since February 
2008. We are grateful to all the companies 
and organizations attending this year’s 
event – the eleventh Fair in this series – and 
for their support of our students and our 
careers and employability initiatives. Special 
thanks to the companies that have attended 
every Fair in the series since 2008: BAE 
Systems Applied Intelligence, FactSet, 
Matchtech, and Leonardo; and to our 
2019 brochure sponsor: Bloomberg.  

↗For further information on any aspect of 
our careers activities, contact: 
Joyce Lewis, Careers Fair Director  
j.k.lewis@ecs.soton.ac.uk 
023 8059 5453



Tuesday 14 February 2019
11 am to 3.30 pm
Garden Court & Hartley Suite
Highfield Campus

023 8059 5453

www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/careers


